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Over 50 years of experience, all enclosed in what has been defined the “Cross Over” boat that will impress
and reflect Mediterranean customers’ needs as well as new overseas markets requirements. This coming
Fall, Sessa Marine in fact, thanks to the knowledge gained in these past years in Asia and the Americas, will
officially unveil an innovative and versatile product that will satisfy every customer desire.
10 years has passed since Sessa Marine first designed the ‘Oyster 42′, a model that allowed the company
to enter into a new market segment, experience it and getting all the know how to become the market
leader; the C42 is the result, the next generation product born with the support of a direct experience in
global markets, which ended up to combine design, practicality and flexibility.
WHEN VERSATILITY COMES FIRST
Thanks to her multi-purpose features the new C42 will be able to suit every market requests:
Properly studied to allow Mediterranean clients to benefit outdoor areas by offering a convivial cockpit
characterized by a spacious “L” shape sofa that turn into a sunbathing area, a friendly use and solid electric
bimini top to increase protection at aft, together with her wide sun pad at bow, this state of art project is
deeply focusing also on overseas clients, usually effected by strong humidity and willing to have
conditioned areas, who will instead enjoy the comfortable and charming salon in the main deck without
losing their private view of the sea guaranteed by her huge panoramic windows and a full beam glass
window door that maintain conviviality with the cockpit.
Last but not least, her spacious and practical hydraulic platform will result as an additional area to enjoy
the amusement time at the same time offering place to storage a jet tender.

DESIGN TO EMPHASISE LIVABILITY AND FUNCTIONALITY
The new C42 has been studied to guarantee every type of comfort on board without sacrificing design in
any of her areas:
Starting from the top, the delightful salon in the main deck, enriched by a fully equipped bar furniture
including also a 40 inches folding TV, is characterized by a comfortable sofa able to turn into a sofa bed in
case of extra guests on board. An ergonomic pilot seat with a fully equipped dashboard offers instead to
the owner all the privileges to best enjoy its cruise.
Located in the lower deck, on portside, just underneath the impressive windshield, to fully enjoy the
natural light coming in, a spacious galley considered the biggest for her category where 120lt refrigerator,
dishwasher and combo oven are just some of the examples to describe customization options offered to
tailor the area according to customers’ requests.
2 cabins with direct access to their private and roomy heads with separated showers, complete the offer of
this new boat; master cabin in particular, located at bow stands out for the height of her ceiling: 2 meter.
ONE BOAT, DESIGNED TO CUSTOMIZE YOUR DREAMS
Sessa Marine, always keen at global market demand, offers in addition to the classic version with cockpit
convertible in a big sun pad, a new customization of the stern zone.
BBQ “VERSION”: Strategically located at aft, in order to be next to sea, minimizing cockpit damaging, and
avoiding the bothering cooking smells, the new BBQ furniture will guarantee the owner and his friends to
fully enjoy the lunch break in a different way, always experience it as a nice private party with a premium
class position.
The furniture, beside the big grill will be equipped with sink and a practical working top to properly prepare
the meal before grilling it!
The new C42 is powered with VOLVO PENTA IPS 400 Hp offering joystick as standard; to increase
performance IPS 500 Hp is available as option
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13,10 m
3,90 m
2
2
2 x IPS VP 500 (720 CV/544kW)
12
4+1
900 l.
350 l
125 l.

